OVERALL INTRODUCTION OF THE RESEARCH WORK

The aim of this paper is to discuss non-discrimination rules concerning tax matters on the example of Polish case analysis. Author wishes to conduct research work in broader context. In this regard it is necessary to outline the current globalized world in which tax systems of states operate, discuss the concept of state’s tax autonomy and examine how the role of a state on tax matters has recently changed. Subsequently the non-discrimination rules from an international perspective shall be presented. It is also important to answer the question about the impact of those rules on state’s tax autonomy and about the role which they could play in reconciling political goals in the current globalized world. All of this contexts enable to examine non-discrimination rules from Polish perspective. Author introduces all of non-discrimination rules concerning taxation in Polish legal order, accordingly presents and studies Polish case law regarding those rules. Finally, overall conclusions of the research work are introduced which are intended to discuss the role, significance and the future of non-discrimination rules in contemporary globalized world, both from international and Polish perspective.

CHAPTER I – CHALLENGES TO TAX AUTONOMY IN AN ERA OF CONFLICTING POLITICAL GOALS

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss current globalized world in which tax systems of states operate. This consideration is very important in order to identify the meaning of non-discrimination rules in contemporary globalized environment.
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1 Praca naukowa finansowana ze środków budżetowych na naukę w latach 2018–2022 jako projekt badawczy w ramach programu „Diamentowy Grant”.
At first author will discuss the concept of tax autonomy in order to examine state’s power on tax matters. Next it will be demonstrated that processes of globalization have changed the traditional meaning of states’ sovereignty on tax matters and states in order to effectively manage their tax systems need to cooperate between each other.

1. THE CONCEPT OF STATE’S TAX AUTONOMY

On the basis of this research work the term tax autonomy of states is understood in a strict connection with the concept of states sovereignty.

Traditional understanding of the concept of state sovereignty means that state bears supremacy, control and legitimacy over a physical place and people within it. It could be defined as “a self-referential claim to ultimate authority over a certain body politic”. Traditionally one of main fields which was manifestation of state’s sovereignty was power over tax matters, especially power of state to tax on its territory and power to introduce tax law. Power of taxation is crucial in order to guarantee internal sovereignty and external independence of a state. In this regard it could be said that tax autonomy is a part of state’s sovereignty enabling states to shape and control their tax systems.

2. IMPACT OF PROCESSES OF GLOBALIZATION ON TAX MATTERS

Globalization has strong impact on states’ tax systems. Because of processes of globalization institutional barriers to the movement of goods, services and capital have relevantly decreased. It is much easier to move capital and taxable profits between jurisdictions. International capital mobility decreases taxes on global basis. There is also much bigger difficulty in defining the localization where assets and activities which generate income are. Also in a situation when assets of activities are located in more than one state, the source of income is less clear. Globalized world creates opportunities for countries to attract capital by favorable tax regimes leading to aggressive tax competition within countries. Another point is that it enables tax avoidance in fact leading to a double non-taxation.
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We can observe the global conflict of international taxation where two values clash with each other: freedom of taxpayers to move around the globe and objectives of tax fairness. Another point is that in international relations between states a strong tension between cooperation and competition on tax matters occurs.

3. THE NEED OF COOPERATION BETWEEN STATES ON TAX MATTERS

These remarks show that in globalized world state in order to successfully manage its tax system needs to cooperate with others states to fairly distribute tax revenue. Designing their domestic tax rules, sovereign countries may not sufficiently take into account the effect of others countries rules. These times taxes are not only domestic matter, but also very important international issue. These days states start to understand that many issues that traditionally considered as pertaining to domestic jurisprudence and policy, have now risen to the international level and need to be influenced there.

Overtime states become more aware of a fact that leaving their taxpayers with an unlimited freedom is a cause of creating loopholes in the changing international society of “states and individual”. Recently important initiatives at international level in order to combat aggressive tax planning could be observed.

At the international level crucial role in cooperation between countries in tax field plays Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, The World Trade Organization and European Union at the regional, European level.
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11 S. Matias, *Globalisation, international level and the state*, Keynote Speech On October 17, 2008 at the Georgetown University Law Center’s event on Globalization, p. 5.
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Most of the double tax conventions\textsuperscript{16} signed by countries conform to the Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital\textsuperscript{17} proposed by the OECD or the United Nations Model Double Taxation Convention\textsuperscript{18}.

OECD leads also many others, worthwhile initiatives. Nowadays OECD is a very influential organization on matters regarding international tax competition and cooperation\textsuperscript{19}. The very important initiative at international level coordinated by OECD is Base Erosion and Profit Shifting\textsuperscript{20} project which refers to tax avoidances strategies aimed at exploiting gaps and mismatches in domestic tax law of states in order to artificially shift profits to low or no-tax jurisdictions\textsuperscript{21}. One of the outcomes of BEPS is the introduction of Multilateral Convention to Implement Tax Treaty Related Measures to Prevent BEPS\textsuperscript{22}. MLI is a multilateral convention implementing anti-avoidance measures into DTCs. This document has been developed in order to quickly and efficiently implement the solutions developed within the BEPS project to existing DTCs.

WTO is an intergovernmental organization formed in 1995 aimed to regulate international trade and engaged in economic integration. It associates 163 member states. The creation of WTO and the initiatives undertaken at its level are a result of processes of globalization\textsuperscript{23}. WTO has some impact on tax matters, also on income taxation\textsuperscript{24}.

European Union has strong impact on tax systems of its Member States. Taxes which are harmonized at the European level are Value Added Tax, excise and Indirect Tax on the Rising of Capital. By contrast there was little done in the field of harmonization of direct taxation except Merger Directive, the Parent Subsidiary Directive, Interest and Royalty Directives and most recent, Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive which contains five anti-abuse measures, which all Member States should apply in order to combat aggressive tax planning. There was also a proposal of Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base directive, however this project has failed. Despite the fact that direct taxes are not harmonized at EU level strong impact on direct taxation of Member States fundamental freedoms of Single Market have.

\textsuperscript{16} Hereinafter: “DTC”.\textsuperscript{17} Hereinafter: “MTC OECD”.
\textsuperscript{19} K. Buttenham, M. Maikawa, State sovereignty..., p. 468.
\textsuperscript{20} Hereinafter: “BEPS”.
\textsuperscript{22} Hereinafter: “BEPS”.
To conclude, in today’s world the extent to which national governments can enact reforms is constrained by their membership in international organizations. Today’s state often finds itself in a position where it must enter into a new international agreement or accede to an existing one, if it wishes to stay a significant actor in the international community and globalized economy. The process of harmonization of standards and mechanisms for enforcement in topics previously considered as domestic could be observed. Currently domestic tax law of states is being strongly affected by international law; probably this process will deepen. In today’s globalized world in order to have some kind of control on the evolution of the tax law it is necessary states to cooperate and build some “international society of states and individuals”. Stronger effect of international tax law and cooperation between states sets a minimum standard to hinder aggressive and harmful tax competition. Today’s world has changed dramatically and the new global economic order including not only states, but also international organizations and nongovernmental organizations, has come.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Traditionally states possessed unlimited control over taxation at its territory having tax autonomy in shaping owns tax system. However processes of globalization changed the environment in which tax systems of states operate. In today’s world traditional meaning of tax autonomy lost its significance. In order to successfully manage its tax system state cannot act in isolation from other states and their tax systems. The cooperation between states in order to develop a fair mechanism of division of world’s tax base is unavoidable.

Indicating the need of cooperation, it should also be mentioned that states’ participation in international projects can limit their sovereignty to enact domestic legislation. The fear of states of weaken their sovereignty was the reason why projects on international tax regulation has often failed. However on the other hand the states may experience loss of sovereignty because of harmful tax competition. Interesting mark is that for example member states had little difficulty
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in reaching an agreement in the event of a fight against fraud and abuse. However the cooperation between states on tax matters should have broader coverage, consequently having a positive impact on their tax systems. There is a need to develop solutions at the international level that would allow states more effectively manage their tax systems and in fact retain their tax autonomy understood in up-to-date way.

CHAPTER II – NON-DISCRIMINATION RULES – INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

1. THE ROLE OF NON-DISCRIMINATION RULES

Historically states used to charge foreigners with higher burdens than its nationals. Such actions were in connection with traditionally understood meaning of state’s tax sovereignty and tax autonomy.

International tax law started to develop at the turn of the XIX and XX century. First DTCs was concluded between neighboring states between which the trade exchange was the most prominent. As mobility increased and processes of globalization deepened, states noticed how discriminatory treatment of foreigners can negatively affect international relations and trade between them. As the level of investment increased, also the need to protect against discrimination increased. Therefore DTCs were provided with non-discrimination rules.

The term of discrimination means “unequal treatment of identical or similar cases”. The principles of non-discrimination concerns situations that are “different enough to be distinguished, but comparable enough to deserve equal treatment”.

Currently non-discrimination rules play very important role in many fields of law. Also direct and indirect taxation are affected by various types of non-dis-
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crimination provisions\textsuperscript{40}. The role of non-discrimination rules regarding tax matters is to protect foreigners from more burdensome taxation and providing them with equal treatment in relation to nationals. In current world those provisions are of increasing importance, as trade between states grows. On the other hand taking into account increasing processes of globalization and the difficulty in determining where taxable income arises states could be more willing to interpret the provisions of domestic tax law in a way that enables them to tax foreigners in a more burdensome way. In this regard the significance of non-discrimination rules should increase and it is important that state interpret them in a way that will provide their real effectiveness.

\section*{2. TYPES, DIFFERENCES AND SCOPE OF VARIOUS NON-DISCRIMINATION RULES}

There are various types of non-discrimination rules covering tax matters. They differ scope and character, however some of them share many similarities. This section discusses the following non-discrimination rules: those contained in OECD Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital, in European Union law, in European Convention on Human Rights, those of World Trade Organization and in the end, those contained in bilateral investment treaties.

\subsection*{2.1. NON-DISCRIMINATION RULES CONTAINED IN MODEL TAX CONVENTION ON INCOME AND CAPITAL}

The provision on non-discrimination rules are contained in Art. 24 of Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital\textsuperscript{41}. W. Haslehner describes the purpose of non-discrimination rules on the basis of DTC as follows “(...) the purpose of the non-discrimination article is very much aligned with the overarching objectives of a double taxation convention and serves a complementary role to the remaining provisions: to safeguard the balance of taxation that has been agreed between them in the distributive rules and to support a mutually beneficial commercial relationship between the contracting states”. Further he notes that Art. 24 has special features which “(...) extend the scope of Article 24 beyond that of the rest of the double taxation convention and thus also act as a reminder that it indecently aims at the removal of discrimination in cases with no immediate relation to the avoidance of double taxation”.


Article 24(1) forbids discrimination on the grounds of nationality; it protects only non-nationals, not including non-residents. Some researchers opine that because of that its effect has minor significance in practice\(^42\). Next paragraphs of Art. 24 encompass its scope also non-residents, but only in specific areas. Under Art. 24(2) stateless persons must be accorded national treatment. Art. 24(3) guarantee the most important non-discrimination provision in practice\(^43\). It establish the principle that discrimination of residents of a Contracting State who have permanent establishment in the other Contracting State is forbidden. Art. 24(4) establishes the principle under which discrimination which consists in deduction of interests, royalties and others disbursements allowed without restrictions when the recipient is resident, but not is a situation when he is a non-resident, is forbidden. Art. 24(5) forbids to discriminate by giving less favorable treatment to an enterprise the capital of which is owned or controlled, wholly or partly, directly or indirectly, by one or more residents of the other Contracting State.

There is no minimum standard under Art. 24\(^44\). Also there is lack of well-articulated scope of Art. 24, leading to uncertainty about its application\(^45\). This is because Commentary on OECD MTC sometimes only mentions some arguments in favor and against certain view not giving clear answer\(^46\). Non-discrimination rules are not in apparent relationship with the rest of the OECD MTC\(^47\). Moreover it is interesting to note that DTC work to eliminate double taxation through tax rules concerning tax base, not tax rates\(^48\).

During history of OECD MTC changes non-discrimination rules of Art. 24 have slightly changed\(^49\). There are also some ideas to improve Art. 24, for example by adding an overriding provision prohibiting taxation and similar requirements that are “arbitrary, unjustified or unreasonable” and a need of transparency principle regarding national legislation and administration with respect to those taxpayers\(^50\).
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2.2. NON-DISCRIMINATION RULES IN THE LAW OF EUROPEAN UNION

The most important provisions concerning EU non-discrimination rules in the field of direct taxation are the following:

- Prohibition of discrimination on grounds of nationality (Art. 18 of Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union);
- Prohibition of any discrimination based on nationality between workers of the Member States as regards employment, remuneration and other conditions of work and employment (Art. 45 of TFEU);
- Prohibition of any restrictions on the freedom of establishment of nationals of a Member State in the territory of another Member State. Such prohibition shall also apply to restrictions on the setting-up of agencies, branches or subsidiaries by nationals of any Member State established in the territory of any Member State (Art. 49 of TFEU);
- Prohibition of restrictions on freedom to provide services within the Union in respect of nationals of Member States who are established in a Member State other than that of the person for whom the services are intended (Art. 56 of TFEU);
- Prohibition of any restrictions on the movement of capital between Member States and between Member States and third countries (Art. 63 of TFEU).

Court of Justice of the European Union states that in general residents and non-residents are not at the same circumstances. EU non-discrimination rule encompass its scope also cover discrimination. There is an exception to the application of the EU non-discrimination rules; the discriminatory measure could be justified if national legislation ensures a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim and those discriminatory measure is necessary in order to satisfy mandatory requirements relating to public interests. Objective of the EU non-discrimination rule is to develop Single Market through elimination of discrimination and restrictions against EU nationals. Although the matter of direct taxation falls within the competence of the Member States, they must take into account EU freedoms when exercising those competences. CJEU by using non-discrimination rules in some way forces sovereign, in matters of direct taxation, states to adapt.
domestic tax law in accordance with EU principles. Those rules are a way to limit the freedom of states in designing their domestic law of direct taxation.

2.3. NON-DISCRIMINATION RULES CONTAINED IN EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

The Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, known as the European Convention on Human Rights, was opened for signature in Rome on 4 November 1950 and came into force in 1953. ECHR was the first instrument to give effect to certain rights stated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and make them binding.

Complaints in tax matters may be submitted by individuals, groups of persons, non-governmental organizations, as well as by States Parties to the ECHR. In order for the complaint to be resolved it must meet the following requirements: the infringement must concern the applicant directly and in person, only the allegation of rights contained in the ECHR and in its Protocols can be considered as infringement of rights, only the actions or omissions of the authorities of the states which are the Parties to the ECHR or to ECHR’s Protocols may be the subject of the complaint. Moreover the European Court of Human Rights may only consider the matter after all legal remedies have been exhausted.

ECHR contains general provision on non-discrimination in its Art. 14 which states that:

“The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status”.

Article 14 has no independent existence and has to be invoked in conjunction with others human rights of ECHR. In most cases concerning taxation Art. 14 is applied together with Art. 6 of ECHR which provides right to a fair trial and Art. 1 of Protocol 1 to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms which provides protection of property.

Article 14 expresses an absolute prohibition of tax discrimination. It prohibits both direct and covered discrimination. However ECHR give states some mar-

59 Hereinafter: “ECHR”.
gin of appreciation and on the basis of ECHR countries have very broad margin of appreciation in tax matters\textsuperscript{64}. Therefore, in practice non-discrimination rule provided in Art. 14 of ECHR finds a small application by the European Court of Human Rights in matters concerning taxation.

### 2.4. NON-DISCRIMINATION RULES OF WTO

There are some acts at WTO level concerning non-discrimination rules. The most prominent is The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade\textsuperscript{65} which was signed in Geneva and entered into force on January 1, 1948. It concerned international trade policy. On January 1, 1995, when the WTO was established, it adopted the basic principles of GATT. GATT in its Art. 1 contains General Most-Favoured-Nation Treatment principle which prohibits states to discriminate between their trading partners. Further in Art. 3 of GATT National Treatment on Internal Taxation and Regulation principle is contained which prohibits a state from discriminating against other states.

Another important agreement is Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures\textsuperscript{66} and The General Agreement on Trade in Services\textsuperscript{67} which entered into force on January 1995. GATS contains two provisions on non-discrimination: Most-Favoured-Nation Treatment in its Art. II and National Treatment (NT) in Article XVII. There are also two central exceptions from those provisions: Economic Integration exception provided in Art. V and the General Exceptions in Art. XIV.

Non-discrimination rules provided in WTO’s acts refer to international trade law. To establish if a measure is compatible with non-discrimination rules similarity and “less favorable treatment” test should be applied. General exceptions from rules of non-discrimination are available. The question of similarity of particular situations to a large extent depends on the particular provisions and the context\textsuperscript{68}. Those rules cover also indirect discrimination.

### 2.5. NON-DISCRIMINATION RULES CONTAINED IN BILATERAL INVESTMENT TREATIES (BITS)

Bilateral Investment Treaties\textsuperscript{69} are treaties concluded between states, where each of the party to the treaty abide to refrain from acts harmful to the investor

\textsuperscript{64} European Commission Justice, The prohibition of discrimination for the EU non-discrimination directives – an update, Luxembourq 2011, p. 16.
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\textsuperscript{69} Hereinafter: “BIT”.
who is a citizen of the other party to the treaty. The main beneficiaries of the regulations are investors who are either natural persons or legal entities, or other entities without legal personality.

Non-discrimination rules provided in BITs include both most-favored nation treatment, national treatment obligations and requirement of transparency in national laws. BITs in tax matters enables protection for investors in situations when host government abuses its taxation powers. In practice it could be a situation when host government discriminates between domestic investors (which have strong political influence) and foreign investors, or when there is application of general and non-discriminatory rules, but in a way to intentionally damage foreign investor.

It is worth mentioning that recently European Commission indicated that some Member States should terminate their intra-EU BITs as far as all Member States are subject to the same EU rules in the Single Market, including those on cross-border investments. According to European Commission “All EU investors also benefit from the same protection thanks to EU rules (e.g. non-discrimination on grounds of nationality)”.

3. HOW NON-DISCRIMINATION RULES AFFECTS TAX AUTONOMY OF STATES AND WHAT ROLE COULD THEY PLAY IN RECONCILING POLITICAL GOALS?

As trade exchange with other countries intensified, the need to protect non-residents from discriminatory treatment in terms of tax burden have occurred. The idea of international tax neutrality and non-discrimination comes from times when states had almost exclusive political power and authority within their territory.

---
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Non-discrimination rules limit the autonomy of state to tax. Their provisions in some way restrict the right to tax of the source state, while transferring taxable income to the state of residence\textsuperscript{75}. However as previously described nowadays state is not sovereign within its borders in a traditional way – state has to take into account also interest of foreigners\textsuperscript{76}. Also non-discrimination rules having its basis at state’s will for economic openness does not violate state sovereignty\textsuperscript{77}. Contemporary tax system has to be both – open and competitive in order to attract economic activities\textsuperscript{78}. Therefore, there is a need to find appropriate balance between those values. It is important that states participating in new international initiatives to fight aggressive tax competition shape provisions of tax law in a non-discriminative way. Very important point is that even when states participate in international or EU initiatives they can be willing to broaden its tax autonomy and apply the kind of interpretation of international agreements which limit their scope and in fact, violate them.

It is important to strongly highlight that tax non-discrimination rules shape the objectives of tax fairness and justice\textsuperscript{79}. The design of non-discrimination rules is connected with expectations about openness and competitiveness of states on global market and as a result removing barriers to trade and investments\textsuperscript{80}. The non-discrimination rules can be seen as a tool of allocation of powers between states. If the non-discrimination provisions would be drafted too broad, they would give states power to allocate taxing rights\textsuperscript{81}. Currently the idea of tax autonomy of state in the context of non-discrimination rules could gain new dimension as far as it could be seen also as a part of international law, not only national domestic law. It is important that initiatives undertaken at the international level are supported by the principles of tax justice and non-discrimination.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

There are various types of non-discrimination rules regarding tax matters. Each of them has its own special features and character. Non-discrimination rules provided in OECD MTC are very similar to EU non-discrimination rules. How-

\textsuperscript{75} A. Rust, *International Tax...*, p. 646.
\textsuperscript{77} Ibidem, p. 607.
\textsuperscript{78} Ibidem, p. 609.
\textsuperscript{81} Ibidem, p. 628.
ever there are also some differences between them: rules contained in OECD MTC refers to certain precise circumstances, while the catalog of situations to which EU rules applies is open. Another important difference between them is that there are no exceptions from non-discrimination rules provided in OECD MTC, while discriminatory treatment under EU non-discrimination rules could be justified. Another important point is that OECD countries remain supreme entities including their DTC and handling cross-border situations. On contrary UE member states has a common market and their sovereignty is limited by EU law and jurisdiction of CJEU.

For needs of this research work it was worth mentioning non-discrimination rules provided in ECHR, those resulting from specific WTO’s acts and those provided in BITs. However they are less important in matters relating taxation. WTO and BITs provides different measures in identifying discriminatory treatment: most favored treatment and national treatment. Non-discrimination rules provided in WTO’s acts refer to specific situations occurring from international trade law, rules provided in BITs also refers to specific situations, namely the situation between the investor and the state. Instead non-discrimination rules provided in ECHR are of a general scope, however they has to to be invoked in conjunction with others human rights of ECHR. Those rules have little relevance in practice because the European Court of Human Rights gives states the broad margin of appreciation in tax matters. Important feature of non-discrimination rules provided in BITs and ECHR is that they enable taxpayer to protect against actual discrimination manifested in the behavior of the tax authorities.

Taxpayers should realize how much rights non-discrimination provisions could guarantee them. At a time when many initiatives are being undertaken at international level in order to combat tax avoidance and tax evasion, it is important that solutions designed by particular states do not have discriminatory character. There is danger that states could try to justify discriminatory measures by referring to the need to fight tax avoidance and tax evasion. In this regard, it should be emphasized that it is very important that those international initiatives are build at the grounds of non-discrimination rules which reflects objectives of tax justice and fairness. Moreover it should remember that danger of violation of non-discrimination rules is even more serious in times of globalization and tax competition.

83 Ibidem, p. 254.
84 K. van Raad, Nondiscrimination..., p. 347.
CHAPTER III – NON-DISCRIMINATION RULES – POLISH PERSPECTIVE

1. POLAND – GENERAL OVERVIEW

1.1. HIERARCHY OF SOURCES OF LAW

Constitution of the Republic of Poland dated 2 April, 1997\(^\text{85}\) is the highest law in Poland, constituting the basis for other sources of law. Poland is also a member of European Union from 2004 and a member of OECD. For this moment\(^\text{86}\) Poland has concluded 93 DTCs, most of them are based on OECD MTC. On January 23, 2018, Poland submitted to the OECD a document confirming the ratification of the MLI. Poland is the fourth country that has completed internal ratification procedures\(^\text{87}\). In the case of Poland, MLI assumes a change of 78 DTCs concluded by Poland.

The case concerned an American order DTC is categorized as a ratified international agreement with prior consent expressed in statute. Article 89 of Constitution of RP provides that ratified international agreements belong to sources of law of general application. Further according to Art. 91 of Constitution of RP an international agreement, ratified with prior consent expressed in statute, takes precedence over act, if this act cannot be reconciled with the statute. Accordingly, provisions of DTC have priority over the provisions of statute, if the statute cannot be reconciled with provisions of DTC\(^\text{88}\). Also EU law should take precedence over act, if the statute cannot be reconciled with it.

In the light of the Constitution of RP, international legal norms are introduced into the domestic legal order by the reception method, which consists in the fact that the content of a norm or a set of international norms by virtue of state law becomes its integral part\(^\text{89}\).

1.2. JUDICIAL ARCHITECTURE AND THE INSTITUTION OF TAX RULINGS

In Poland ordinary courts and administrative courts are distinguished. There is also Constitutional Tribunal of the Republic of Poland\(^\text{90}\) which is responsible
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among others for adjudication on the compliance of domestic legislation and international agreements with the Constitution of RP.

That’s administrative courts which have jurisdiction in cases concerning taxation. There are two levels of administrative jurisdiction in Poland: voivodship administrative courts as courts of first instance (altogether: 17) and Supreme Administrative Court as a court of second instance.

Moreover in Poland exists institution of individual tax rulings. The taxpayer is entitled to apply to tax authority for an individual tax ruling on a particular tax problem. It can be obtained in reference to the tax law, including DTCs. Tax ruling do not have a direct binding effect outside the individual case. When a taxpayer does not agree with decision of tax authority, he is able to challenge it before administrative court. The institution of individual tax rulings is very popular in Poland, in 2016 tax authorities issued more than 34 000 tax rulings91.

2. NON-DISCRIMINATION RULES IN CONSTITUTION OF THE REPUBLIC OF POLAND

There is abundant case-law which refers to principles of equality and non-discrimination. However predominantly cases concerning the issue of discrimination are decided on the basis of Constitution of RP92. That’s because EU principle of equality and non-discrimination was inferred by CJEU mainly from the constitutional and democratic tradition of member states93.

Under Constitution of RP the concept of tax fairness covers equality of taxation principle and universality of taxation principle94. These principles in the process of adjudication, if particular tax satisfies the requirements of tax fairness, should be taken into consideration as a whole95. In the light on Constitution of RP fair tax is a tax which is payed by everyone on the basis of equality principle96.

According to Art. 32 of Constitution of RP “All persons shall be equal before the law. All persons shall have the right to equal treatment by public authorities”. Further para 2 provides that: „No one shall be discriminated against in political, social or economic life for any reason whatsoever”.

93 Ibidem, p. 160.
96 Ibidem, p. 80.
The contemporary understanding of the principle of equality to a large extent is shaped by the jurisprudence of the Constitutional Tribunal\textsuperscript{97}. It emphasized that Art. 32 creates an obligation to treat legal entities within a identified category in the same way. All entities characterized equally by a given significant feature should be treated equally, according to the same measure; both discriminatory and favoring treatment of the same situation is forbidden\textsuperscript{98}. In relation to taxation, a given class will usually be distinguished on the basis of, for example obtaining income from the same source, having the same property or obtaining certain benefits from this property\textsuperscript{99}.

Differentiation is justified on the basis of the following criteria: relevance, proportionality, justification through other values, principles and constitutional norms\textsuperscript{100}. Certain differentiation of entities with even the same characteristics is acceptable on the basis of principle of equality, if it is consistent with the principle of social justice, as well as other constitutional principles\textsuperscript{101}.

In its judgement of 5 May 2010\textsuperscript{102} the Supreme Court stated that “From the principle of equality, the Constitution of the RP does not know any deviations. However, different treatment not always constitutes a lack of equality and discrimination. Assessment of this differentiation of the situation of entities always results from determining whether this variation can be attributed to a legitimate character. Diversity is justified, if it is in direct relation with the purpose of the provisions, the weight of the interest for which the differentiation is introduced, if it is in proportion to the interests violated and if the diversity does not fundamentally diminish different values”.

At the same time, it is possible to distinguish additional categories having the same relevant characteristic, for example self-raising of children. The relevant feature should take into account the economic situation and economic opportunities\textsuperscript{103}.

Non-discrimination rule provided in Constitution of RP can apply to all kind of taxes. However the Constitutional Tribunal rather does not decide on cases regarding taxation. There is no case law of Constitutional Tribunal regarding the constitutional non-discrimination rule on tax matters.

Normally courts applies (as shown in some cases presented below) the following analysis on the basis of Constitution of RP in cases concerning taxation which relates to non-discrimination rules: they refer to Art. 87 in connection with

\textsuperscript{97} Ibidem, p. 84.
\textsuperscript{98} Constitutional Tribunal of the Republic of Poland, judgement of 9 March 1988, U 7/87.
\textsuperscript{99} A. Krzywoń, Podatki..., p. 84.
\textsuperscript{100} B. Banaszak, Zasada równości w orzecznictwie Trybunału Konstytucyjnego, (in:) L. Garlicki, A. Szymt (eds.), Sześć lat Konstytucji Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej. Doświadczenia i inspiracje, Warszawa 2003, p. 25 or Constitutional Tribunal in Poland, U 17/97, Lex nr 32606.
\textsuperscript{101} Supreme Administrative Court judgment of October 23, 2013, ref. No I FSK 2145/11.
\textsuperscript{102} The Supreme Court judgment of May 5, 2010, ref. No PK 201/09.
\textsuperscript{103} A. Krzywoń, Podatki..., p. 84.
Art. 90 and Art. 91 of the Constitution of RP and reach the conclusion that under those provisions it is necessary to apply EU law or DTC before discriminatory provisions of statute, because statute is lower in hierarchy of laws than EU law and DTC.

3. NON-DISCRIMINATION RULES IN THE LAW OF EUROPEAN UNION

Poland is a member of European Union since 2004. Since that time Polish legislator and Polish tax authorities has to respect EU non-discrimination rules, also in reference to tax law.

The most of the cases brought before CJEU concerned indirect taxes, however there is less than few judgements of CJEU on compliance of Polish tax law concerning direct taxes with EU non-discrimination rules. Polish administrative courts not often refer a question to the CJEU for a preliminary ruling on matters concerning direct taxes, however they often refer a question on the interpretation of cases concerning VAT.

There is one significant case of CJEU on the basis of Polish tax law regarding direct taxes. It concerned an exemption from tax which was provided for investment funds being investment funds operating in accordance with the provisions of the The Act on Investment Funds of May, 27, 2004 (Dz.U. of 2004, No 146, Item 1546)\(^\text{104}\). In practice, foreign investment funds could not benefit from this exemption, because Polish tax authorities recognized that they are not the kind of investment funds specified in The Act on Investment Funds. In the case *Emerging Markets*\(^\text{105}\), an American investment fund tested the national provisions against the European non-discrimination rules. The CJEU found that if the American investment fund operates within a regulatory framework equivalent to that of the EU, it cannot be discriminated.

Author has conducted broad survey of Polish administrative courts’ judgments referring to EU non-discrimination rules in order to identify some main tendencies and to analyze the way courts understand those rules.

One of the arrays discriminatory treatment of taxpayers occurred was the provisions concerning thin capitalization. In the period from January 1, 2000 to December 31, 2004, Polish thin cap regulations were applied only to taxpayers who were not subject to unlimited tax liability in Poland and those who used exemption from corporate income tax. Since January 1, 2005\(^\text{106}\) the provisions of

\(^{104}\) Hereinafter: “Act on Investment Funds”.

\(^{105}\) Court of Justice of the European Union, 10 April 2014, ref. No C-190/12, *Emerging Markets Series of DFA Investment Trust Company v. Dyrektor Izby Skarbowej w Bydgoszczy*.

\(^{106}\) Pursuant to the provisions of the Act amending Corporate Income Tax Statute, Art. 16(1) point 60 has been changed.
Corporate Income Tax Statute of February, 15, 1992 (Dz.U. of 2017, Item 2343)\textsuperscript{107} regarding thin capitalization rules started to encompass its scope all of shareholders, also Polish tax residents. However, in order to protect acquired rights\textsuperscript{108}, it was specified that the amendment will not apply to loans granted by Polish legal entities prior to January 1, 2005. Those regulation infringed both non-discrimination rule on the basis of DTCs and EU non-discrimination rules. In the case concerning Danish shareholder\textsuperscript{109} tax authority, recalling art. 9 of the DTC with Denmark, claimed that in accordance with the principle adopted on the basis of DTC, each state has the right to effectively exercise its tax jurisdiction over income received in its territory, including the introduction of tax regulations aimed at preventing tax avoidance. Therefore, in the case of thin capitalization cases, there was a basis for unequal treatment of entities, resulting from Art. 9 par. 1 of the DTC concerning related enterprises. Court considered the position presented by the tax authority to be incorrect and stated that the exception provided in Art. 9(1) of the DTC do not apply. Instead, pursuant to Art. 23 of the DTC and Art. 9(2) of the Constitution of RP, thin capitalization rules should not apply also to loans granted by non-resident before January, 1 2005. In another case concerning British resident\textsuperscript{110} court broadly referred to the allegation of violation of Art. 43 of TFEU\textsuperscript{111}. Court stated that introduction of a transitional provision led to different treatment of taxpayers only because of the place of registered office of their significant shareholder. It is also difficult to conclude that such a solution was forced by reasons related to public interest and proportionate to achieve the objective of protecting interests of taxpayers, if previous prohibition of including interests into tax deductible costs did not apply to such a taxpayer. Contrary to claims of the Minister of Finance, it was possible to protect interests in progress and at the same time maintain equal treatment of taxpayers irrespective of the place of residence of their significant shareholders, including loan agreements granted by entities not subject to unlimited tax liability in Poland in the period after Poland’s accession to the European Union. As a result of judgments of CJEU concerning the similar case and judgments of Polish administrative courts\textsuperscript{112}, Polish legislator repealed the discriminatory provisions in 2007.

Another interesting issue considered by Polish administrative courts concerned taxation of dividends. In accordance with the general principle provided in the provisions of Corporate Income Tax Statute in force in 2007, dividends

\textsuperscript{107} Hereinafter: “Corporate Income Tax Statute”.
\textsuperscript{108} Art. 9 of the Amending Act.
\textsuperscript{109} Voivodship Administrative Court in Gliwice judgment of January 28, 2016, ref. No I SA/Gl 714/15.
\textsuperscript{110} Supreme Administrative Court judgment of September 21, 2010, ref. No II FSK 595/09.
\textsuperscript{111} Referring to allegation of Art. 24(3) of DTC with Great Britain Court used similar arguments as referred in Case on the basis of DTC with Denmark.
\textsuperscript{112} CJEU, Denkavit Internationaal BV and Denkavit France SARL against Ministre de l’Économie, des Finances et de l’Industrie, C-170/05, 13 December 2006, EU:C:2006:783.
paid by Polish capital companies to other companies (both Polish and foreign) were subject to a flat-rate tax of 19%. In the case of payment of dividends by Polish companies to other companies being Polish tax residents, the dividend of the receiving entity was not taken into account in the calculation of taxable income. At the same time, the company receiving the dividend was entitled to deduct the 19% tax collected, pursuant to Art. 23 of Corporate Income Tax Statute. If it wasn’t possible to benefit from a deduction in a given tax year, this deduction could have been made in the following years. The above-mentioned system resulted in the fact that the dividends were effectively subject to a zero rate. However, in respect of dividends paid to companies that were taxpayers in other EU countries, it was possible to benefit from the flat tax exemption, if that certain requirements were met. In the event of failure to meet these conditions, dividend was subject to a flat rate tax at a rate of 19% (including the provisions of DTCs). One of interesting cases on the basis of this issue concerned a company being tax resident in United Kingdom. In 2007, the company received a dividend from bank. Due to the insufficient block of shares held by the Company in the share capital of the Bank, the Company did not meet the requirements to benefit from the flat tax exemption provided in the provisions of the Corporate Income Tax Statute implementing Council Directive 90/435/EEC. Consequently, when the dividend was paid, bank collected a withholding tax. Court referred to Banco Bilbao judgement in which was stated that national regulation may be discriminatory when different provisions are applied to comparable situations or when the same provisions apply to different situations. Next referring to the case under consideration stated that both resident and non-resident taxpayers bear the same risk of cascading taxation in the case of dividend payments. Therefore they should be treated equally when it comes to solutions to avoid this risk. In conclusion Court indicated that reserving in 2007 the right to deduction of dividend tax for residents and thus applying to them a mechanism to avoid cascading dividend taxation where a non-resident taxpayer, such as the applicant, was not provided with any mechanism to prevent such taxation, violates the principle of the free movement of capital. The similar case was the subject of a Court judgment regarding the Austrian tax resident receiving dividends. In this judgment Court held that

113 From the provided for in art. 23 sec. 1 u.p.d.o.p. the right to deduct the tax paid on the received dividends from the amount of tax charged in accordance with art. 19 of this Act, both Polish residents and entities based in other member states could take advantage. The condition was to conduct business in the Republic of Poland.

114 Supreme Administrative Court judgment of April 26, 2013, ref. No II FSK 1521/11.


117 Voivodship Administrative Court in Poznań judgment of January 14, 2016, ref. No I SA/Po 1631/15.
Polish regulations in a different way shape the tax and tax status of Polish tax residents and residents from other Member States, while shareholders in a similar situation should be treated similarly.

Different arrays discriminatory treatment of taxpayers occurred was previously mentioned taxation of investment funds. Before the amendment of provisions in 2011 the tax exemption of foreign investment funds was derived by Polish administrative courts through pro-EU interpretation of provisions of Art. 6(1) point 10 of Investment Funds Act, in order to avoid a conflict with the provisions of EU law regulating the fundamental freedoms of the Single Market. In the case which was a subject of judgement of Voivodship Administrative Court in Warsaw\(^\text{118}\) the Applicant was an investment fund with its seat in Luxembourg, operating in accordance with the principles of Council Directive 85/611/EEC of 20 December 1985 on the coordination of laws, regulations and administrative provisions relating to undertakings for collective investment in transferable securities\(^\text{119}\). Tax authority claimed that this investment fund is not a kind of fund which operates in accordance with the provisions of The Act on Investment Funds therefore it is not entitled to exemption. Court stated that every foreign fund operating in Poland is a fund operating under The Act on Investment Funds, because in the period of its activity on the territory of Poland in the scope of its powers and duties, as well as sanctions arising from their violation, the provisions of this law were applicable to it. Another important judgment is a judgment of Supreme Administrative Court of June 28, 2012\(^\text{120}\). Court stated that the interpretation of law presented by tax authority is in conflict with the provisions of EU law. First of all, it violates the principle of the freedom of capital, but also the freedom of establishment and the prohibition of discrimination on grounds of nationality. Next the Court found that the basic principles of creating and operating investment funds and exercising supervision over them have been harmonized in a large part at the level of EU, therefore funds of the same type cannot be in an objectively incomparable situation. The Investment Funds Act was amended after the judgment, however tax authorities did not change their interpretation of the discussed provision. Therefore, foreign investment funds were still not able to benefit from the exemption. The way in which tax authorities infringed non-discrimination rules is demonstrated in the case brought before Supreme Administrative Court\(^\text{121}\). In this case tax authority indicated that although under the German tax regulations investment funds are taxpayers of German income tax, in the light of Polish tax regulations they will not have such a statute for the purposes of Polish income tax. These funds do not fit to the catalog of entities

\(^{118}\) Voivodship Administrative Court in Warsaw judgment of March 14, 2008, ref. No III SA/Wa 1577/07.

\(^{119}\) Hereinafter: “the UCITS Directive”.

\(^{120}\) Supreme Administrative Court judgment of June 28, 2012, ref. No II FSK 1308/11.

\(^{121}\) Supreme Administrative Court judgment of September 29, 2015, ref. No II FSK 2002/15.
listed in Art. 1 of Corporate Income Tax Statute – they are not legal entities or capital companies in the organization, nor are tax capital groups, nor can they be classified as organizational units without legal personality. They constitute only separate assets owned by the German Company, which have neither legal capacity nor organizational structure. The Court pointed out that the provision of Art. 6(1) point 10 of Corporate Income Tax Statute should be read in a way that would ensure the implementation of the EU rules – the free movement of capital principle and the freedom of establishment principle. Interpretation of Art. 6(1) point 10 should not be limited to literal interpretation and should also be made in systemic terms, including the context of the provisions of the Law of the United Nations. relating, e.g. to management companies. While analyzing Polish provisions regarding investment funds, it was necessary to take into account the actual economic functions that the foreign entity meets, not its legal form. The similar conclusions were reach in the following judgment of the Supreme Administrative Court: judgment of 28 June 2012, judgment of December 5, 2012 and judgment of 7 November 2014. The change of situation enabling foreign investments funds to benefit from the exception was a result of judicature of domestic administrative courts and the judgment of CJEU.

Another important issue concerned deduction of losses by a parent company incurred in another Member State by a non-resident subsidiary. In a Polish regulations there is no provisions regarding the deduction of losses that arose as a result of activities carried out by a permanent establishment in another country. In one of the cases concerning this issue the court held that considering the principle of primacy of EU law and taking into account the basic principles of the EU legal system (in particular freedom of establishment, the principle of non-discrimination and equality of competition), it is necessary to interpret Polish law in a way that excludes less favorable taxation of the non-resident company. This means the need to grant the non-company the right to settle losses in the settlement made in Poland after the permanent establishment will be liquidated in Germany. The settlement should take place on the same basis on which the loss settlement would be carried out in Poland. The Court also stated that it has to be remembered that the contemporary system of Polish law consists of three elements: national law created by the national legislator, EU law and public international law. This view is grounded in the wording of Art. 87 in connection with Art. 90 and Art. 91 of the Constitution of RP. In the case under examination, both the provisions of the Corporate Income Tax Statute and the provisions of the DTC with Germany should be interpreted in accordance with the postulate of the doc-
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122 Supreme Administrative Court judgment of June 28, 2012, ref. No I FSK 1308/11.
123 Supreme Administrative Court judgment of December 5, 2012, ref. No II FSK 725/11.
124 Supreme Administrative Court judgment of November 7, 2014, ref. No II FSK 2691/12.
125 Voivodship Administrative Court in Poznań judgment of January 14, 2016, ref. No I SA/Po 1631/15.
trine, taking into consideration the substantive provisions of EU law and in a way which won’t infringe the principle of primacy of EU law. In another case concerning deduction of losses by permanent establishment\textsuperscript{126} Supreme Administrative Court referred to CJEU judgment \textit{Lidl Belgium}\textsuperscript{127} and found that in order to determine the violation of freedom of establishment, it is sufficient to establish that the taxation of a company established in Poland and operating in another Member State is less favorable than if the branches were located in Poland.

It is also worth mentioning the case concerning residency relief. From January 1, 2007 to December 31, 2008, the Personal Income Tax Act of July, 26, 1991 (Dz.U. of 2018, Item 200)\textsuperscript{128} included in its provisions Art. 21(1) point 126, which granted a special residency relief. Pursuant to this article free from income tax were revenues from paid disposal of: a) a residential building, its part or a share in such a building, b) a dwelling constituting a separate property or a share in such a building, c) a cooperative ownership right to a dwelling or a share in such a right, d) the right to a single-family house in a housing cooperative or participation in such a law – if the taxpayer was registered in the building or premises mentioned above for permanent residence for a period not shorter than 12 months before the date of disposal. The Applicant argued that such a regulation is discriminatory against foreigners. Court of first instance\textsuperscript{129} stated that by introducing the condition of permanent residence for a definite period of time in order to obtain a residency relief, the national legislator in various ways grants the right to prove it by fulfilling the criteria for obtaining it, differently towards the Polish citizen and differently towards the foreigner. For a Polish citizen it is a residence with the intention of permanent residence (permanent stay) for a period of at least 12 months, while for a foreigner – 10 years preceding the 12-month period, standing in Poland on the basis of consent for tolerated stay or 5 years in connection with obtaining refugee status or subsidiary protection. According to the Court, this situation should be seen as indirect discrimination, as far as the element of citizenship is not basic, but by creating an additional criterion – registration for permanent residence, the achievement of which depends on length of residing on Polish territory, \textit{de facto} puts the foreigner in a less favorable situation than the citizen of Poland. The criterion of permanent residence determined by the period of residence on the territory of Poland is unfavorable for citizens of other countries and is aimed against (mainly) citizens of another Member States. The case reached the Supreme Administrative Court. The Court found that, at the outset, it should be considered whether Polish regulation is not a form of indirect

\textsuperscript{126} Supreme Administrative Court judgment of October 15, 2014, ref. No II FSK 2401/12.
\textsuperscript{127} Court of Justice of the European Union, 15 May 2008, ref. No C-414/06, \textit{Lidl Belgium GmbH & Co. KG v. Finanzamt Heilbronn}.
\textsuperscript{128} Hereinafter: “Personal Income Tax Statute”.
\textsuperscript{129} Voivodship Administrative Court in Łódź judgment of May 23, 2012, ref. No I SA/Ld 468/12.
discrimination. The right of permanent residence in Poland can be obtained also by citizens from another EU Member State, however in order to obtain it the requirement of uninterrupted residence for a period of 5 years must be fulfilled. The place of residence or residence criterion may be aimed primarily at citizens of another Member State, because non-resident persons are most often foreigners. However, on the other hand Court considered that resignation from the obligation to confirm residence by permanent registration would place in a privileged situation those citizens from other EU Member States, who apart from staying and willing to reside in Poland, still have permanent residence and registration in the territory of another Member State and do not intend to abandon it. In such a situation, Polish citizens would be harmed because, due to the lack of permanent residence registration, they would loose the right to use the residency relief. This provision could potentially constitute a violation of art. 18 of TFEU, but all depends on the assessment of the actions taken by the taxpayer.

In the end the reference should be made to cases concerning discriminatory treatment on the basis of Value Added Tax. One of interesting cases concerned the appointment of an inadequate deadline for submitting a tax return certificate. Tax authority has set an inadequate deadline for the German taxpayer to submit a certificate for VAT refund. The taxpayer was not able to present the desired certificate in such a short time, what deprived him of the possibility of getting a VAT refund. Court stated that the proceedings of the tax authority who imposed unrealistic obligations on foreign taxpayer to meet its deadline, deprives the taxpayer of the right to obtain tax refund, therefore it is discriminatory to a foreign applicant and disproportionate to the purpose of the institution of the Eight Council Directive which is to ensure taxpayers are able to comply with the principle of recovering invoiced tax in connection with the supply of goods or services in another Member State. Another important case concerned a Swiss taxpayer. Tax authority refused to charge and pay him interest due to late refund of VAT, because nor the provisions of Act of 11 March 2004 on Value Added Tax nor Regulation regulated the payment of interest for failing to receive a refund of VAT within 6 months which was filed by a taxpayer who does not have his registered office, residence or place of business in Poland and unregistered for VAT purposes in Poland. The Court stated that the interpretation presented by tax
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130 For example: Has the taxpayer made efforts to obtain the right of a permanent residence, or obtained a permanent registration on the territory of Poland.
131 Supreme Administrative Court judgment of April 26, 2013, ref. No I FSK 811/12.
133 Supreme Administrative Court judgment of April 27, 2012, ref. No I FSK 1041/11.
134 Dz.U. of 2017, item 1221, hereinafter: “VAT Act”.
135 The Regulation of the Minister for Finance of 23 April 2004 regarding refund of tax on good and services to a certain entities.
authority undermines the principle of equality before the law expressed in Art. 32 of the Constitution of RP as well as prohibition of discrimination on grounds of nationality resulting from Art. 18 of TFEU. The situations of both groups of entities are comparable. In both cases, we are dealing with taxpayers of VAT tax. Such status is held by all economic entities, regardless of the their place of business. Both groups are characterized by the same common feature – they make taxed purchases of goods and services on the territory of Poland. Once the time of return has been exceeded by tax authority, both groups become – towards the state budget – creditors in the field of VAT, simultaneously obtaining the right to deduct input tax. The Supreme Administrative Court came to similar conclusions in its judgement of 16 June 2011\textsuperscript{136}.

4. NON-DISCRIMINATION RULES UNDER BILATERAL DOUBLE TAX CONVENTIONS

Almost every DTC concluded by Poland contains provisions on non-discrimination rules\textsuperscript{137}. The agreements which does not contain those provisions are DTC with Australia\textsuperscript{138} and Saudi Arabia\textsuperscript{139}. Most of DTCs are based on OECD MTC; individual DTCs contains insignificant distinctnesses from OECD MTC, as an example: the OECD MTC in art. 24(3) uses the expression “carrying on the same activities” – most of DTC concluded by Poland are provided with this wording, however for example DTC with India\textsuperscript{140} uses the expression “carrying on the same activities in the same circumstances or under the same conditions” while DTC with United Arab Emirates\textsuperscript{141} “carrying on the same activities in the same circumstances and under the same methods”. Nonetheless in rare DTCs differences having different effect on the scope of protection by DTC’s non-discrimination rules than those contained in OECD MTC occurs. Some dissimilarities appear in

\textsuperscript{136} Supreme Administrative Court judgment of June 16, 2012, ref. No I FSK 952/10.
\textsuperscript{139} Agreement between the Republic of Poland and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income and on Capital dated 22 February, 2011 (Dz.U. of 2012, Item 505).
\textsuperscript{140} Agreement between the Government of the Polish People’s Republic and the Government of the Republic of India for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income (Dz.U. of 1990, No 8, Item 46).
art. 24(3) of DTC with Russia, United States of America and Pakistan which provides most favoured nation clause.

There is a modest case law of Polish administrative courts referring to the non-discrimination rule provided in DTCs. Most of those cases concerned personal income tax, as an example: in this case concerning taxation of pension from Spain in Poland the court found that the provision of Art. 24 of DTC with Spain means that both Polish and Spanish citizens should be subject to the same taxation and tax obligations in Poland. It cannot be inferred from those provision that the tax exemption provided in Spanish tax law concerning a Polish citizen holding a tax residence there, moves together with the change of tax residence to Poland and in Poland this income should also benefit from tax exemption. One cannot agree with the statement that the pension from Spain, due to the tax exemption in Spain, should be exempt from taxation also in Poland. A similar case was the subject of judgement of Voivodship Administrative Court in Gdańsk of 22 September 2015 (on the basis of the DTC with Romania).

5. NON-DISCRIMINATION RULES UNDER EHRC AND BIT – BRIEF OVERVIEW

Poland ratified EHRC on January 19, 1993. The European Court of Human Rights considered 2827 actions concerning Polish law since then until today. Most of them concerned infringement of Art. 6 of EHRC. However cases concerning the discriminatory character of Polish tax law provisions wasn't a subject of judgments of EHRC. Generally there is an occasional amount of cases concerning taxation. The reason for this may be the fact that Poland is relatively

---


144 Voivodship Administrative Court in Gdańsk judgment of September 22, 2015, ref. No I SA/Gd 861/15.


146 In this regard it is worth mentioning the case Alojzy Formela v. Poland (Application No 31651/08); http://www.hfhrpol.waw.pl/precedens/images/stories/file/31651-08%20%20Statement%20of%20Facts%20and%20Questions%20to%20the%20Parties.pdf (accessed: 20.03.2018). The complaint concerned the proceedings conducted by the tax authorities against the entrepreneur – Alojzy Formela. He accused Poland of violating his right to property and the right to a fair trial. First of all, he meant that although he fulfilled all his duties, he was punished for the tax negligence of his contractors. However in the end this case was not a subject of a court decision. However it shows that it is possible to use Art. 6 of ECHR in cases concerning the incorrect behavior of tax authorities.
short-term party to the EHRC. Another point is that many persons may not realize
that taxation matters may violate the provisions of EHRC. In addition, the waiting
time for the sentence is long and in effect it can act discouragingly to take action
in the European Court of Human Rights.

Poland concluded the majority of BITs in the 80’s and 90’s. Recently, under
the impact of the European Union, Poland begins to terminate its BITs with
another Member States. Lately Poland has terminated the BIT with Portugal\textsuperscript{147}
and Denmark\textsuperscript{148}.

In the context of non-discrimination rules concerning taxation on the basis of
BITs it is important to note that investor can sue state for abuse of power, includ-
ing incorrect behavior of tax authorities which was of a discriminatory character.

An interesting case was the subject of a judgment of the arbitration court. The
case concerned an American investor demanded compensation from Poland for
the fact that the proceedings of tax authorities led to the bankruptcy of his marg-
arine factory\textsuperscript{149}. The investor claimed that his company went bankrupt because
of the devastating struggle with tax authorities. The tax authorities found that the
company illegally included expenditure on consulting services as tax deductible
costs, which reduced the taxes paid. As a result, the company had to pay over
PLN 50 million to the treasury with interest (for CIT and VAT taxes). The investor
in proceedings before arbitration court claimed that the conduct of the tax author-
ities was biased, prejudiced and discriminatory and that the company was denied
due process. For instance, he claimed that tax authorities applied the transfer pric-
ing rules through non-binding guidelines when those rules had yet to be incorpo-
rated in the statute. Further the investor argued that the guidelines set unreasonable
standards for providing documentation rather than seeking the objective truth – the
tax authorities were motivated by a bonus system, which rewarded them for issu-
ing decisions against taxpayers. In this regard the investor referred to Art. II(6)
of the BIT with the United States\textsuperscript{150} expressing the right to fair and equitable treat-
ment and to Art. VII expressing protection against expropriation.

However arbitration court found that the lost of tax proceedings was not
a result of conduct of the tax authorities but because of K insufficient record
keeping. Court stated also that there has been no expropriation. The example of
this case shows how the rules of non-discrimination on the basis of BITs can be
used in building arguments during court’s proceedings.

\textsuperscript{147}orka.sejm.gov.pl/Druki8ka.nsf/Projekty/8-020-644-2017/.../8-020-644-2017.pdf (ac-
sessed: 25.03.2018).
\textsuperscript{149}International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (additional facility), ICSID
Case No ARB(AF)/11/3 of 24 November, 2015.
\textsuperscript{150}Bilateral Investment Treaty between the United States of America and the Republic of
Poland Concerning Business and Economic Relations signed on 21 March 1990 (Dz.U. of 1994,
No 97, Item 467).
Important feature regarding both, non-discrimination rules on the basis of ECHR and BIT is that they enable taxpayer to protect against actual discrimination manifested in the behavior of the tax authorities.

6. LAW PROVISIONS WHICH COULD BE CONSIDERED AS DISCRIMINATORY

6.1. THE ISSUE OF DISCRIMINATORY CHARACTER OF TAX CAPITAL GROUPS

This issue was not a subject to Polish case-law, however it interested researchers and practitioners.

The reason why the discriminatory character of Tax Capital Group may be considered are the regulations of Polish Corporate Income Tax Statute according to which TCG may only consist of limited liability companies or joint-stock companies having their seat within the territory of Poland.

Creating a TCG brings the following tax benefits:
- The object of imposition of income tax in TCG shall be the income earned in a tax year which is a surplus of total incomes earned by all companies constituting a tax capital group in excess of their total losses – this enables consolidation of incomes and losses in TCG;
- Exclusion of transfer pricing regulations in relation to TCG;
- Tax neutrality of donations made between entities belonging to the Tax Capital Group.

B. Kuźnicki indicates that dissimilar treatment of TCG results only from the place of their registered office and according to judicature of CJEU the difference in tax treatment resulting exclusively from the place of the company’s registered office should be seen as a covered discrimination. Also the establishment of a TCG offers certain benefits, and therefore the fact that it cannot be established by entities that do not have their seat in Poland may be discriminatory against them.
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151 B. Kuźniacki, Niezgodność przepisów o podatkowych grupach kapitałowych z zasadą zakazu dyskryminacji w świetle prawa unijnego i umów o unikaniu podwójnego opodatkowania, “Przegląd Podatkowy” 2015, No 9, and B. Kuźniacki, Niezgodność polskich przepisów o podatkowych grupach kapitałowych z zasadą zakazu dyskryminacji w świetle orzecznictwa Trybunału Sprawiedliwości, “Europejski Przegląd Sądowy” 2015, No 2.
152 Hereinafter: “TCG”.
153 Art. 1a(2) item 1 of Corporate Income Tax Statute.
154 Art. 7a(1) of Corporate Income Tax Statute.
155 Art. 11(8) item 1 of Corporate Income Tax Statute.
156 Art. 16(1) item 14 of Corporate Income Tax Statute.
157 B. Kuźniacki, Niezgodność przepisów o podatkowych grupach kapitałowych..., p. 39.
158 C-397/98, C-410/98, EU:C:2001:134, pkt 42.
This regulation could be regarded as discriminatory also on the basis of DTC\textsuperscript{159}. According to Art. 24(3) of OECD MTC “the taxation on a permanent establishment which an enterprise of a Contracting State has in the other Contracting State shall not be less favorably levied in that other State than the taxation levied on enterprises of that other State carrying on the same activities”. In connection with the fact that the permanent establishment cannot be part of a TCG, it can be considered that it is discriminated in relation to companies established in Poland, which may take advantage of tax benefits resulting from being a part of TCG.

C. Brown indicates that the requirement of equal treatment does not take into consideration relationships the enterprise and others enterprises in the context of rules allowing consolidation, transfer of losses or transfers of property between companies under common ownership (tax-free)\textsuperscript{160}. Such situation could be seen contrary to non-discrimination rules.

Consideration could be given why until today no one has appealed to court on this matter. It seems that this may be due to the low popularity of TCG in practice. In addition, recently Poland is actively working to combat tax optimization. The Ministry of Finance issued a special warning against tax optimization in TCG\textsuperscript{161}. Therefore, conducting business activities in a form of TCG can start enjoying even less popularity.

6.2. DISCRIMINATORY CHARACTER OF CREDIT METHOD?

Using the credit method, the similar treatment – from the point of view of the state of residence – is guaranteed only in the case of income coming from states with low tax rates (such income is subject to taxation taking into account the higher level of taxation in the state of residence), while in the case of income obtained in states using higher tax rates the differentiation of tax burdens is tolerated (the tax surplus is not refunded). In the opinion of the CJEU, such differentiation of tax rates and, consequently, differentiated income taxation is justified and does not violate EU freedoms\textsuperscript{162}.

In past the credit method was established in DTC with United Kingdom. In 2006 new DTC with United Kingdom was introduced. In the explanatory memorandum to new DTC with United Kingdom it was clarified that: “credit method is a significant impediment to Poles taking up employment in the United King-

\textsuperscript{159} B. Kuźniacki, Niezgodność przepisów o podatkowych grupach kapitałowych..., p. 46.


\textsuperscript{161} The Ministry of Finance, Ostrzeżenie Ministerstwa Finansów przed optymalizacją podatkową w ramach podatkowych grup kapitałowych, June 26, 2017, ref. No 004/17.

\textsuperscript{162} Court of Justice of the European Union, 12 May 1998, ref. No C-336/96, Mr and Mrs Robert Gilly v. Directeur des services fiscaux du Bas-Rhin.
dom. According to this method, income from hired labor in the United Kingdom obtained by a resident for tax purposes in Poland is taxed in both the United Kingdom and Poland, with the tax paid in the United Kingdom deductible from tax to be paid in Poland. It should be noted that in the United Kingdom there is a significantly lower tax burden for a certain amount of income from hired labor, which makes it necessary to pay tax in Poland. As a result, the tax situation of Polish residents working in the United Kingdom is unfavorable compared to the situation of Polish employees in other countries (e.g. neighboring Ireland) applying the exclusion method with progression, according to which their income is exempt from taxation in Poland”.

There has been also some judgments concerning the issue of discriminatory character of credit method. For example in the case on the basis of DTC with United States of America Taxpayer argued, recalling the provision of art. 21 of DTC with United States of America which stated that a national of a Contracting State who is resident in the other Contracting State cannot be subject to taxation or related obligations that are different or more burdensome than the taxation or duties that the citizens of the other Contracting State may undergo under the same circumstances, that the credit method is of a discriminatory character. The Court disagreed with an Applicant founding that the prohibition of discrimination means that the citizens of a Contracting State shall not be subject to taxation in the other Contracting State on special terms, different from the rules governing all citizens of that state. The income obtained by the taxpayer, including the income from the foreign pensions, was taxed in Poland on general principles, the same as that which income of those kind obtained by Polish citizens is subjected to.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Non-discrimination rules that applies in tax matters are a part of Polish legal landscape. They exist both in Constitution of RP, at the level of EU law, in DTCs, EHRC, BITs and at the level of WTO. Constitution of RP provides general principle of equity before the law. It is very important that this principle applies to “all persons” not only to nationals. However in practice this provision does not have strong impact in the process of applying tax law. The overview of judicature shows that although courts refer to constitutional principle of equity before the law, they do not apply it more widely in the process of the interpretation of tax law. Courts often just indicates it together with different non-discrimination provisions. The reason why constitutional principle of non-discrimination does not have strong impact in the process of interpreting and applying tax law is the existing hierarchy of laws in Poland which provides that provisions of EU law and
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163 Voivodship Administrative Court in Kielce judgment of April 12, 2006, ref. No I SA/Ke 21/06.
ratified agreements with prior consent expressed in statute have priority over the provisions of statute, if the statute cannot be reconciled with provisions of those agreements. In this regard, when statute – which is the main legal act establishing tax matters in Poland, violates the non-discrimination rules provided in ratified agreements with prior consent expressed in statute, courts refer more widely to provisions of ratified agreements with prior consent expressed in statute.

The overview of case law allows the conclusion that DTC does not have strong impact on Polish law in the aspect of non-discrimination rules. There are very few cases regarding non-discrimination rules on the basis of DTC. Most of them relates to issues concerning personal income tax and in most of this cases courts disagreed with taxpayer in regard that provisions indicated by taxpayer are of a discriminatory nature. There is even less cases concerning corporate income tax indicating that non-discrimination rules contained in DTCs are of negligible significance for world’s business. Another point is that strict interpretation of non-discrimination rules on the basis of DTC could be understandable since DTC is a result of the waiving of the part of the sovereignty of contracting states.

The overview of case law regarding EU non-discrimination rules leads to different conclusions from those expressed in relation to DTC. There is a lot of case law concerning issue of discriminatory character of provisions of Polish tax statutes or discriminatory interpretation of these statutes by tax authorities, contrary to EU law and EU fundamental freedoms. Many cases concern corporate income tax what shows that EU non-discrimination rules are used by taxpayers conducting economic activities in Poland. Tax authorities are not willing to respect non-discrimination rules; tax ruling issued by them shows that domestic law of statue is often the most important for them and they do not try to interpret it in a spirit of EU non-discrimination rules. However Polish courts usually recognize the significance of EU non-discrimination rules and skillfully interpret provisions of Polish tax statutes in the light of their spirit. The reason why EU non-discrimination rules are used more often than DTC non-discrimination rules is probably because Polish courts are more familiar with EU law, there is a lot of judgments of CJEU which help courts in building line of argumentation; also some courts emphasized the supremacy of EU law over DTC. Another point is that EU non-discrimination rules have a wider scope than those expressed in DTC, so it is easier to indicate violation of non-discrimination rules of EU law than those resulting from DTC. Moreover it should be noted that there is an important difference regarding application of non-discrimination rules on the basis of DTC and
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165 However it should be also indicated that tax authorities generally represent in dubio pro fisco attitude and often are interpreting the provisions of tax law in a way to burden taxpayer with the highest possible tax obligations, both to resident and non-resident taxpayers.
EU law: cases based on DTC law are settled by domestic courts which could be more willing to apply narrow scope of non-discrimination rules recognizing its own country objectives. Instead EU non-discrimination rule is subject to wide interpretation of CJEU which takes into account the aspect of integration of the economies of contracting states\textsuperscript{166} and is not limited by state’s particularism.

Furthermore the overview of judicature shows that in process of designing and implementing the law non-discrimination rules not always are respected by Polish legislator. In this regard the activity of courts is crucial in order to remove effects of provisions incomparable with non-discrimination rules expressed in EU law and DTCs.

In conclusion it should be stated that in Polish legal order various non-discrimination rules concerning tax matters are provided: constitutional, those included in EU law, DTCs, HCHR and BIT. In practice the most substantial significance regarding cross-borders situations have non-discrimination rules provided in EU law. Moreover it should be remembered that there are also other possibilities to impede the tax situation of foreigners. In this regard the most important are State aid rules. According to those rules states cannot unduly favour certain companies over others\textsuperscript{167}. State aid rules concerning tax matters could be a form of discrimination of foreigners\textsuperscript{168}.

That it is very important taxpayers being aware of protection which non-discrimination rules are able to provide them especially in a situation where courts are willing to interpret provisions of law in the light of EU (mainly) and DTC non-discrimination rules. On the other hand Polish legislator and Polish tax authorities has to remember about significance of non-discrimination rules and that violation of them is a violation of Polish law.

**OVERALL CONCLUSION OF THE RESEARCH WORK**

Traditionally states was fully sovereign in shaping their tax systems. Their tax autonomy was unlimited by other states. However over time the economic relations between states intensified and the need to remove barriers to the economic


\textsuperscript{167} Poland has violated state aid rules concerning tax matters. For example recently European Commission found Poland’s tax on the retail sector in breach of EU rules, https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/node/963_en (accessed: 25.03.2018).

\textsuperscript{168} Author just wanted to indicate this issue in conclusions, because state aid rules was not a subject of this paper. However violation of state aid rules can also severely harm foreigners on tax matters.
exchange has occurred. In current globalized world we observe many initiatives at international level aimed at combating aggressive tax competition between states. Those initiatives at the same time when implementing unified measures, bring together tax systems of states. Nowadays tax autonomy has changed its traditional meaning: it gains international dimension as matter of taxes are becoming more and more a part of international relations between states and are not only internal state matter anymore.

It is important that international initiatives concerning international tax law are build on principles of fairness and justice. In this regard non-discrimination rules are very important. Moreover non-discrimination rules guarantee equal treatment of foreign taxpayers creating beneficial ground for conducting cross-border businesses and intensifying economic relations between states.

Non-discrimination rules limit tax autonomy of state. However on the other hand the states may experience loss of sovereignty because of harmful tax competition. That’s why there is a need to develop solutions at the international level that would allow states more effectively manage their tax systems and in fact retain their tax autonomy understood in up-to-date way.

Non-discrimination rules are provided in provisions of many international agreements: in EU law, in DTCs, in ECHR, those of WTO and in the end, in BITs. The overview of Polish case law regarding tax non-discrimination rules indicates that tax authorities still not always recognize the meaning of non-discrimination rules. Another point is that it shows how important appropriate and case-by-case interpretation of those rules is. Never two situations are entirely similar or entirely different so strictly defined criteria regarding discriminatory treatment will not enable true protection to foreign taxpayers; non-discrimination rules should be drafted in a way to enable case-by-case adjudication.

The overview of case law indicates that in practice the most significant non-discrimination rules are those provided in EU law. In context of tax autonomy concept it indicates that the way of interpretation has a significant impact on implementation of non-discrimination rules to a particular situations. CJEU as an EU institution is able to interpret those rules in a spirit detached of state’s will to maintain full sovereignty over its tax matters. Moreover CJEU has to make sure that EU law is applied in the same way in all EU Member States. However it should be remembered that non-discrimination rules provided in international agreements are a part of a law and their violation is a violation of law. It is important legislator and tax authorities to comply with non-discrimination rules. Also it is important that at the level of international organizations the significance of those rules is emphasized. However, most importantly taxpayers has to realize the protection which non-discrimination rules guarantee them. As overview of Polish
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case law indicates, the change of incompatible with non-discrimination rules tax law provided is statute is possible through court’s interpretation.
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The aim of this paper is to discuss non-discrimination rules concerning tax matters on the example of Polish case analysis. Author wishes to conduct research work in broader context. In this regard it is necessary to outline the current globalized world in which tax systems of states operate, discuss the concept of state’s tax autonomy and examine how the role of a state on tax matters has recently changed. Subsequently the non-discrimination rules from an international perspective shall be presented. It is also important to answer the question about the impact of those rules on state’s tax autonomy and about the role which they could play in reconciling political goals in the current globalized world. All of this contexts enables to examine non-discrimination rules from Polish perspective. Author introduces all of non-discrimination rules concerning taxation in Polish legal order, accordingly presents and studies Polish case law regarding those rules. Finally,
overall conclusions of the research work are introduced which are intended to discuss the role, significance and the future of non-discrimination rules in contemporary globalized world, both from international and Polish perspective.
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